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A major system release for ICE Clear US (ICUS) is tentatively 
scheduled to be implemented beginning in June 2014.  The release will 
include the following system enhancements: 
 
Currency Delivery Processing 
Effective with the quarterly delivery cycle for currencies that begins on 
June 16, 2014, ICUS will no longer stand in the middle of the long and 
short clearing member (CM) involved in deliveries through CLS.  ICUS 
will run an allocation to match the longs and shorts and delivery will be 
done directly between the clearing members through CLS. On Last 
Trade Day clearing members will still use ECS to confirm their positions, 
but will be required to enter their payments in CLS.  
 
Prior to quarterly currency deliveries, clearing members will need 
to verify that other clearing members who can be potential 
counterparties are set up in CLS.  ICUS will make available a file of 
counterparty instructions for clearing members to use for submission to 
CLS.   
 
Detailed amended delivery procedures will be distributed and ICUS will 
meet with clearing members impacted.    
 
NYSE/Liffe Transition  
As part of the transition of the NYSE/Liffe products to ICE Futures US 
trading platform, the following products currently cleared by the Options 
Clearing Corporation (OCC) will migrate to ICE Clear US.   
 

 Gold (100 oz) futures and options 

 Mini-sized 33.2 oz Gold futures and options 

 Silver (5000 oz) futures and options 

 Mini-sized 1000 oz Silver futures and options 

 MSCI Indices 
 
As plans are finalized, information on this transition will be announced in 
separate CM notifications. 
 
Billing system 
The billing system currently used to bill exchange and clearing fees will 
be consolidated into the system supported by ICE Clear Europe. The 
format of the daily and monthly billing files distributed to the 
clearing members will change.  Information on how the old files 
translate to the new format will be announced in a CM notice and 
published to ICE Community.  Current plans have a production parallel 
of the new billing system scheduled for May 2014 with a go-live date 
tentatively set for June 2014.   
 
Change to Weekly Option Contracts 
Currently only the month and year can be used to define a product’s 
expiration date. As a result, weekly options for Coffee, Sugar #11 and 
Cotton are currently listed using a different commodity code for each 
weekly expiration in a month.  As part of this release, the month and 
year expiration data will be expanded to include the day.  ICE 
Futures US will begin listing new option series using the same 
commodity code for each weekly option and expanding the @MMY tag 
on all FIXML formatted records to include the day (e.g. YYYYMMDD). 
 

https://www.theice.com/Subscription.shtml
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ICE Futures US will publish an exchange notice when the listing of the 
new option series is scheduled to change. Clearing members will be 
given an opportunity to test the change to these products in the UAT 
environment. No official date for this change has been determined. 
    
Technical Changes 
This release will include the following updates that are required to 
support European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and/or ICE 
Clear Europe transition of NYSE/Liffe: 
 

 New values for existing FIXML tags for Position Accounts 
(EMIR), Product Exchange and Trade Type (for NYSE/Liffe 
transition). 

 New FIXML tags to indicate if the trade is an opening or closing 
position for the transition of NYSE/Liffe equities. 

 The addition of a new Regulatory Trade ID Group to satisfy 
EMIR Trade reporting requirements. The @ID tag in the 
RegTrdID Group will be populated with a unique trade 
identifier (UTI) on all ICUS trades and for all ICUS life cycle 
events (e.g. Exercise/Assignments, Splits, Give-ups, Account 
Changes, Transfers). Please refer to the EMIR Trade Reporting 
Service Notice published by ICE Futures US on January 17, 
2014 for more information. 

 Two new reports will be generated and distributed to MFT: 
o METR – EMIR Trade Reporting Reconciliation Report  
o MEDR – EMIR Trade Reporting Delegated Reports 

Reconciliation 

 The addition of new EMIR attributes to the Product Reference 
Data File (GSPD). 

 
The above changes should have little if any impact to ICUS members. 
New values for existing FIXML tags will not apply to ICUS trading 
activity with the exception of an Exchange value (e.g. IFUS) which must 
be specified on position transfers submitted using FIXML.   
 
Clearing members and vendors should review the updated 
technical specifications posted in ICE Community to ensure these 
changes have no impact on their current processing with ICUS.  
 
More detailed information for the system release will be published once 
target dates for testing and implementation have been determined.   

 

https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/futures_us/exchange_notices/IFUS_EMIR_Delegated_Reporting_Service20140117.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/futures_us/exchange_notices/IFUS_EMIR_Delegated_Reporting_Service20140117.pdf
https://community.theice.com/community/ice_clear/technical_specifications

